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THE HUE AND CRY
The image on the cover is from a Guardian article on
the future of the cruise industry. Retired Commodore,
Kit Rynd paints a brighter picture (page 8).
The essential business of shipping continues and the
Pilot/PPU (Human and Technological) interface continues to evolve (page 16).
Retaining geo-political and historical perspectives is
essential, as the past 3 months of global lockdown in
response to the pandemic proves. The damage to the
world’s economy impinges directly upon our industry –
so it is appropriate to address the bigger picture.
The image of the mask (opposite) has many meanings
(page 23), one of which is censorship: in a time of universal deceit, truth becomes a revolutionary act. As Orwell predicted, we all now censor our thoughts and
speech, in order to remain ‘acceptable’. Voltaire defined
the essence of Democracy as the right to express one’s
opinion, no matter how ‘alternative’. J’accuse Zola.
Covid-19 was nasty enough, but mild compared to the
1918 Spanish Flu which killed 50-100 million. To date,
400,000 Covid deaths approximates to half the annual
fatalities from RTA - but no-one banned driving - and
primarily affects the old and infirm. And then WHO’s
mask slipped: there is very little evidence of asymptomatic spread (thus no need to lock-up the heathy). The
question is: did the Covid pandemic and subsequent
lockdown cause the financial collapse, or did it mask a
‘re-set’? Billionaires’ wealth has bloated further, at the
expense of Humanity – their philanthropy enriches each
other, whilst avoiding tax! If Bill Gates spent $1m per
day, he’d be busy for 245 years.
The once mighty American eagle is viciously fouling its
own nest, having wreaked havoc on the world since
1945. The apocryphal Chinese curse “may you live in
interesting times” is Sinophobic ideology - morally, intellectually and financially bankrupt. It is well past time
that Australasia (and Europe) inoculate against this insane Chicken-Hawk avian virus because our very survival requires good relations with all our neighbours.

An intelligent consideration of China would take account of their horrific experience of the Opium Wars
(1839-1860) and the occupation by Japan (1937-1945).
China’s patience is remarkable, but not inexhaustible.
On a more positive note, we have every confidence that
the NZMPA Conference in September will proceed as
planned. Major themes will include the bigger picture of
pilot safety; PPU - Use, protocols and training; PPU &
Big Data; Lessons from Covid: The future of Pilotage.
Lest there be fewer international delegates, I wondered
if Marine Managers would care to share the forum for
the mutual benefit of all? I would also like to include
pilot boat crew for the first theme mentioned, which
invite also requires the assistance of Marine Managers.
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Shared Mental Model
Steve Banks, NZMPA President

Shared Mental Model – June 2020
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National Response to COVID-19 and Other Emergencies
Harry Hawthorn, Maritime NZ COVID-19 Response Controller
New Zealand’s response to COVID-19 is a strong example of our country’s wellestablished, emergency management system in action. It is called the “National
Security System” and is used for all hazards and all risks. It has been used for
many emergencies over decades, including recently responding to the
Christchurch mosque shootings and the White Island eruption, and would be used
again during a major maritime incident. The national plan gives a framework for
who takes the lead – both politically and operationally, how all of government
works together, engaging with stakeholders and working with communities. The
overall head of the system is the Prime Minister, who chairs a Cabinet Committee
of key ministers. They make the big political decisions – they closed our borders
and approved the COVID-19 “alert level” system.

Harry Hawthorn

The Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (DPMC) chairs meetings of Chief Executives (CEs) of the key
agencies. The CEs advise the Government and set the strategy to carry out the Government’s decisions. They commit
their organisations to the response. DPMC also coordinates more frequent meetings of senior staff from the key agencies to monitor progress, keep abreast of changes and new information, and ensure organisations are getting the resources they need for their part of the response. Operationally, there is always a lead agency whose role it is to set up
an emergency response centre. For COVID-19 that was the Ministry of Health (MoH), with Maritime NZ being one of
the many support agencies. Our role was to keep the maritime sector well-informed and engaged, and giving it a channel to feed its views and needs into the response. For a major maritime incident the roles would be reversed, with Maritime NZ leading and MoH being one of the many support agencies.
Operational management of the response is guided by the “Coordinated Incident Management System” (CIMS). This
system is used by all agencies so there is one structure and one “language” for all emergencies. It explains the key
roles – including control, intelligence, planning, operations, public information management, welfare, liaison etc. –
and how they work together. Each lead agency in a particular emergency has its own contingency plans. MoH have a
pandemic response plan, Police have counter-terrorism plans and Maritime NZ has maritime incident and oil spill response plans. These plans are developed as lessons are learned, are flexible because no two emergencies are ever the
same, and are practised and exercised so agencies know how to lead, support and work together.
Central to Maritime NZ’s involvement in the COVID-19 response, was creating a dedicated maritime response team
by reassigning staff from their business-as-usual, appointing a Response Controller to lead the team, and ensuring the
team and Controller could focus 100 percent on the response and supporting the maritime sector.
There were three broad aims. First, to link across Maritime NZ, all the other government agencies involved and the
sector. Secondly, to provide the sector with the most up-to-date information from official sources about how to prevent
transmission of COVID-19, border controls, support for businesses, help for people and their families and everything
else that was important. Thirdly, to invite information from the sector and make sure people knew how to keep in
touch with Maritime NZ, especially during the lockdown.
A dedicated email in-box was created for the sector to reach the response team and the Maritime NZ website was reconfigured to focus on COVID-19 information. Several times a week, maritime-focused updates were sent to operators, those involved in the ports’ supply chain, unions, marine businesses, maritime organisations and many others
with an interest in our sector. Maritime NZ’s monthly safety bulletin, SeaChange, focused on COVID-19, and advertising and social media were also used. The sector explained difficulties it was having and this led to it working with
6
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Maritime NZ to provide flexibility and extensions for expiring seafarer certificates and medical certificates, MOSS
audits and surveys, crane inspections and other matters. Maritime NZ was also able to take concerns from the sector –
e.g. about personal protective equipment, seafarer welfare and other issues – for discussion to the “all-of-government”
groups working across agencies in those areas.
Maritime NZ also worked internationally because ports, shipping and trade are crucial to New Zealand’s prosperity.
Ships transport about 99 percent of our country’s goods to and from our markets. This work included liaison with the
International Maritime Organization and the Port Authorities’ Roundtable. One of the results is the New Zealand ports’
CEO’s group joined an agreement with 56 port authorities worldwide to all work together facilitating maritime trade
as the countries involved fight COVID-19.
By the time you read this article, New Zealand will likely have moved from responding to COVID-19 to recovery. In
emergency management, recovery is about regeneration and enhancement. Ideally, establishing a “new normal” that is
more resilient to what it was that caused the original emergency. The agency that leads a response is not usually the
one that will lead the recovery. Responding to an emergency and rebuilding afterwards are very different roles. While
MoH will not be the COVID-19 recovery agency, as I write this at the end of the response, the Government has not yet
confirmed who will lead the economic recovery.
During recovery, Maritime NZ will again be a supporting agency and the government’s primary contact with
the maritime sector. Already, we are beginning a series
of maritime recovery forums. Recovery cannot be
“done to” an industry or a community. To be effective
it must be guided as much as possible by those have
been directly impacted and who are the ones who can
say what they need and want.
I would like to conclude with personal praise for the
maritime sector. COVID-19 put New Zealand in an
extreme and unprecedented situation. You deserve our
utmost respect for keeping New Zealand operating
during these difficult times. Much of the maritime sector is defined as being an essential service because of
the contribution you make to our country’s economy.
Port services, commercial fishing, ferries, international
and coastal shipping, safety operations and the myriad
of trades and businesses that are part of and support
the maritime sector – you all kept going, playing your
important part.
Our island nation is one of the most isolated in the
world. Without your work our economy simply could
not survive and we would not have been able to fight
COVID-19 as hard, as early and as effectively as we
did. Thank you.

Valde Coetzee
ex-Otago, now Western Australia
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A Healthy Future for the Cruise Industry?
A Personal View - Commodore Christopher Rynd, FNI (Ret.)

Ships that were once sought after for the tourism trade they brought have now been driven away: the epidemiology of a new virus has circumvented previously proven precautions and protocols. In the process,
governments and authorities have also revealed how little they understood of cruise shipping and the maritime domain. Cruise Ships are built to be outstanding in design and technology, placing them in the top echelon of the maritime industry; likewise, their crews have specialist knowledge and skills - the result of years
of experience in training. The business of cruise ships is to give people enjoyable experiences in a safe and
healthy environment.

Tourism New Zealand acknowledged the immense importance of the cruise industry when it noted that if
‘Cruise’ were a country, it would now rank 3rd behind China as a source of international visitors. The industry brought $570 million to the NZ economy last season (through various taxes and fees) benefitting businesses both large and small: tourism operators, hotels, retailers, travel-agents, transport operators, food and
beverage suppliers, and many others.

“The Cruise Line Industry Association, an international body, reports that in 2019, this industry carried 28.5
million passengers, employed 1.77 million people and paid $24.2 billion in wages. The follow-on for business in destinations is considerable: a factor of five people gain economically for every one directly employed.”

Now all too often in recent media op-eds, critics with little knowledge of the maritime domain and who have
never set foot on a cruise ship, weigh in with their insights, and express satisfaction with how the industry is
getting its comeuppance. Governments have done little better, and demonstrated how little they understand
both their obligations under maritime conventions and how the maritime industry works. The current Covid19 pandemic is an unprecedented situation impacting all aspects of tourism and daily life. We know that
cruise ships, by their very nature, are social environments comparable with many similar activities and
venues ashore. Blaming cruise ships as a source of illness is wrong. So how will this all play out? Here is a
personal view.

At present, most of these ships are still engaged in trying to repatriate their crews, are frustrated by countries
that ignore their international obligations on the repatriation and health of crews, or held-up by overwhelmed
bureaucracies. Such frustrations have required real leadership from ships’ masters and their management
teams, many of whom themselves are overdue being relieved. Some ships have then to find safe havens in
which to await developments. For example, off Manila at this time, some 29 ships are waiting and the typhoon season is approaching.
On shore, some seagoing officers have been laid-off, but most are still on pay awaiting developments, aware
that such a state cannot go on indefinitely. One senior captain, due to bring out his company’s latest newbuild, is still at home waiting - not without anxiety - for the future to unfold. He has a bus-driver’s licence
(having done the test and driven buses for local company in the past, just for fun) so he may go back to some
part-time driving. Others have become volunteer drivers to assist those unable to get out in public safely.

Charities such as the Nautical Institute have been active in encouraging members to use their time to undertake their short courses, self-study schemes, webinars and online presentations to increase their professional
knowledge and value, as well as offering advice on welfare and support.
During this time when operations are paused, all the major lines, along with the Cruise Line Industry Association (an international body with members in New Zealand and Australia) are working cooperatively with
experts in epidemiology, virology, infectious diseases, logistics and all the kind of issues they need to address to create a new global health framework.

The major lines already have more public health procedures than any comparable activity ashore, but from
what we know of the epidemiology of this virus, these need to go further to regain the confidence of their
8
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potential customers and satisfy government authorities - whose approval will be needed to sail with passengers. People are concerned, and that needs to be addressed in a fundamental way.

So, this time is being used to develop procedures to be not just good enough but, to quote the CEO of Royal
Caribbean International, Richard Fain, “the best they can be for what will be a new normal now.” Evidence
thus far is that it will take a combination of health-screening, cleaning, social-distancing, testing, therapeutics, and personal protective equipment.
The cruise industry’s declared priorities are the health, safety and wellbeing of its guests, crew and the
places they visit. But they will have to make these more visible to their customers and get their co-operation.

Additionally, there will be changes how health on board is managed. Monty Mathisen, editor of ‘Cruise
News’ says “The industry will have to develop a comprehensive door-to-door medical plan for both guests
and crew. Expect to see isolation areas on board.” Passengers will have to prove they are healthy enough to
sail. That will include screening and those of a certain age or with co-morbidities will likely need medical
clearance. Once onboard, passengers must be encouraged to report symptoms of any contagious illness
without the deterrence factor of financial penalty. Similar measures have been used before and isolation areas were a part of ship design in the past.

Dr Jennifer Holland, a UK cruise researcher, recalls the past challenges to the industry, how in the 1960’s it
seemed to be done for, yet it adapted and grew into a mainstream vacation industry. Several of these lines
were founded in the early 19th Century and made it through two world wars, the Spanish flu epidemic, the
great depression and 9/11 - as well as other recent epidemics and virulent illnesses.

To quote Richard Fain again, from a video address, he had the following messages: “Lots of reasons this
virus is more difficult, more difficult to contain. Now we need to look forward. No perfect solution. Opening
will allow resurgence, if this is too late there will be more economic pain and suffering….it is a difficult balance… no perfect answer… The more people know, the more likely they are to come back. Being transparent about what we are doing to improve our game. We have done it before and can do it again.”

Carnival’s Arnold Donald: “It’s been devastating temporarily…Travel is going to return; travel and leisure,
and when it does, we’ll return with it. Social gathering at some point will return, and when it does, people
will want to cruise… We’ve had substantial bookings. Bookings for 2021 are strong.”

At present the Australian government have declared no cruise ships until mid-September. There is however
the potential of a regional travel ‘bubble’ between New Zealand and Australia and some of our South Pacific
island neighbours. Cruising needs to be part of that travel bubble. It must be part of the consideration.
Some perspectives on what it will take to make the comeback:

• Precautions and procedures to satisfy both authorities and potential guests.

• The industry needs to know who it can trust. Countries and authorities, ports and destinations, what
places that will afford assistance when needed, especially of medical assistance.
• Planning initially for shorter cruises more limited in destinations and with fewer passengers and more
flexibility.

• Travel agents and industry reservations professionals with the expertise to advise and inform their
clients.

Travel for pleasure and experiencing things differently is now very much part of our leisure and life experience. Travel by train, coach and air alone would limit these experiences without significantly changing the
health risk.
The cruise industry offers travel on vessels large and small, from luxury to family-friendly, experiences diverse and unique, that no other form of travel can. And there is a large demand and expectation of that. And
it benefits all those who have a role in making it happen or providing a service.
9
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West Coast North America Pilots Conference
Colin Sellars – VP NZMPA

In March, I attended the West Coast North America (WCNA) annual pilots’ conference in Honolulu, and a twoday BRM-P course hosted by the Hawaii Pilots Association.
The conference had a good turnout considering the COVID-19 scare and rapidly increasing travel restrictions
being put in place during the event. Approximately 85 pilots were in attendance with representation from most
pilot associations on the West Coast.
Day One
US Coast Guard Operations in the Pacific – Rear Admiral Kevin Lunday
• An overview of US Coast Guard operations, fleet, equipment and priorities throughout the Pacific Ocean region. Including Search and Rescue capabilities and assisting pacific island nations with fisheries patrol.
Hawaii’s commercial harbour system – Derek Chow, Deputy Director, Harbours Division Hawaii Department of
Transportation
• Shipping is essential to the economy of Hawaii; the islands are not self sufficient and rely heavily on trade
mostly from the west coast of the US. There are 10 commercial harbours throughout the islands and all operate
on a ‘just in time’ basis, that is Hawaii operates with only 7 days of stock. The majority of shipping is US
flagged, crewed and operated under the Jones Act and consists of large ocean-going vessels and tug and barge
fleets.
Miscommunications in Maritime English – Dr Nicole Zeigler, University of Hawaii
• Using the Cosco Busan allision with the Bay Bridge in San Francisco as an example, Dr Nicole Zeigler walked
us through the VDR transcript of bridge communication between the Chinese Captain, Third Officer and
American Pilot leading up to the event. Nicole highlighted that miscommunication of the bridge is a contributing factor in 90% of incidents, and discussed cultural differences and barriers associated with the bridge team
communications and described differences in mindset and face-saving strategies employed by the Chinese as
part of their culture. Nicole discussed techniques and strategies to help overcome these cultural differences and
work effectively within a multi-national bridge team.
Pilot Training and Port Development for the next decade – George Burkley, Executive Director, Maritime Pilots
Institute
• Using Bayport Container Terminal in Houston as a case study, George described a process undertaken to enlarge the terminal, associated channel and swing basin in order to handle larger ships. As part of the process
George described the pilot training dedicated for the project. This training included significant full mission
bridge simulator and manned model training to familiarise pilots with the handling characteristics and higher
windage of the new generation container ships, as well as channel alignment, swing basin development, development of a standard manoeuvre and verification prior to the first ship call.
Coronavirus Concerns – Tom Heberle, President Hawaii Pilots Association & Paul Kirchner, American Pilots Association
• Practical precautions to protect against COVID-19 coronavirus were discussed such as: Ship declarations of
health prior to arrival, not allowing vessels to enter ports until after a 14 day period after departing high risk
10
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areas, pilot PPE: gloves; face masks; hand sanitiser, and practical precautions while onboard: don’t touch anything un-necessarily; take your own coffee & water; don’t shake hands; be mindful of social distancing.
• This talk coincided with the arrival of Grand Princess into San Francisco with confirmed Covid-19 onboard.
The Pilot onboard took full precautions such as wearing gloves and a face-mask while onboard, the crew sanitised a path for the pilot to the bridge and the bridge was fully sanitised prior to the pilot’s arrival.
• Tom Heberle discussed his experiences of dealing with health authorities and the testing process for Covid-19
after piloting the Grand Princess though Hawaiian ports prior to the confirmation of cases onboard. As the
conference host it was lucky Tom managed to get tested and get a negative result prior to the conference opening.
Risk Mitigation for Larger Ships – Discussion panel moderated by Eric Nielsen, Maryland Pilots
• Panel consisted of representation from Southeast Alaska Pilots, British Columbia Coast Pilots, Los Angeles
Pilot Service and Puget Sound Pilots.
• Panel discussed local challenges of larger ships calling at US ports, from new generation cruise ships to 19,000
TEU containerships now calling regularly at the Port of Los Angeles.
• General themes were:
• Process of conducting detailed class or ship specific risk assessments using actual ship information and
simulators where possible for the purposes of detailed windage studies and limit setting.
• Mandatory tug requirements – in the US pilots generally do not dictate tug usage. Tugs are generally ordered by ship agents and vessel Masters.
• Two pilot use and best practice
• PPU use
• Studies of port infrastructure such as wharf, fender and bollard capability in relation to the larger vessels.
Day Two
National and International Reports
Reports on year activities and initiatives were given from:
• International Maritime Pilots Association (IMPA)
• Canadian Maritime Pilots Association (CMPA)
• American Pilots Association (APA)

• International Organisation of Masters, Mates & Pilots (MM&P)

• New Zealand Maritime Pilots Association (NZMPA) – I provided a short presentation outlining the port,
harbour and pilot structure in New Zealand as well as a general overview of the NZMPA and our role, our
current challenges and initiatives and projects we are currently working on.
District Reports
Each attending district provided a report on activities and challenges in their respective region.
Reports were heard from: Alaska Marine Pilots, Southwest & Southeast Alaska Pilots, Fraser River Pilots, B.C.
Coast Pilots, Puget Sound Pilots, Columbia River & Bar Pilots, San Francisco Bar Pilots, Los Angeles Pilot Service and the Hawaii Pilots.
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Pilot Transfer Safety – Discussion panel moderated by Robin Stewart, B.C. Coast Pilots
Pilot Transfer Safety – Discussion panel moderated by Robin Stewart, B.C. Coast Pilots
• Panel consisted of representation from Columbia River Bar Pilots, Hawaii Pilots, Southwest Alaska Pilots
consisted of representation from Columbia River Bar Pilots, Hawaii Pilots, Southwest Alaska Pilots
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• General themes were:
• General themes were:
• Use of tugs for pilot transfer and effective pilot recovery systems from the water
• Use of tugs for pilot transfer and effective pilot recovery systems from the water
• Pros, cons, and regulations surrounding pilot ladder securing methods
• Pros, cons, and regulations surrounding pilot ladder securing methods
• Requirements of ISO 799 and how to enforce or implement within pilot organisations
• Requirements of ISO 799 and how to enforce or implement within pilot organisations
• Discussion around asking ships to submit pilot ladder compliance declarations and pilot ladder certificates
around asking ships to submit pilot ladder compliance declarations and pilot ladder certificates
• Discussion
prior to arrival
prior to arrival
• Examples of pilots refusing to use sub-standard ladders, process undertaken and what happens to the ship
• Examples of pilots refusing to use sub-standard ladders, process undertaken and what happens to the ship
• Discussion around what injury patterns pilots suffer when they have fallen off a ladder vs usefulness and
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Pilot Ladders - Bits and Pieces and a Bit of Testing
Troy Evans

Strength
I hear people talk about strength of pilot ladders: they refer to the rules which state 24kN for the side rope material, the
rules do not state a strength for pilot ladders - it is the strength of the material for the side ropes. You may think this
means little, but…. A pilot ladder is proof tested to 8.8kN, that means that the load you should safely put on a pilot
ladder in use will be less than 8.8kN.
But the strength of the side ropes is 24kN x 2 or is that 4? MNZ Part 53 says in a footnote “6. The minimum strength
of the pilot ladder securing arrangement must take into account that side ropes are doubled.” To me that means 4x. In
international rules, it is pretty clear that the material of the side-ropes is 24kN. MNZ Part 53 does not say how many
kN.
SWL
Looking at safety factors, proof testing to determine a SWL for a pilot ladder with manila side-ropes:
Manila rope SF of 12, 48kN = 4kN, 96kn = 8kN. What proof load is required? Looking back, I found pilot hoists had
to have an over-load test of 2.2. Below is some of the text from the old MNZ Part 53.
The test load applied to Pilot ladders currently is 8.8kn. 8.8/2.2 = 4kN. Perhaps this is the SWL of a pilot ladder? Ok,
what weight does a pilot ladder have to carry? A pilot, himself….A pilot 150kg to allow for wallet (with pilot’s licence
in), radio, small bag (sorry Hugh), wet weather gear (may be fitted with pockets to carry PPU), PPE (Incl. Covid-19
gear). A 15m long pilot ladder weighs in at 100kg. Is 4kn or 407kg adequate? 250/407= 61% of the SWL
But the side rope strength is 24kN x 4…Tests have shown a doubled side rope to fail at ~44kN (single part failed at
24.5kN). Just doubling the rope does not give you double the strength: think bending.
Would having a SWL make a difference? I do not know, but perhaps it might mean that after a pilot boat snags a ladder it would have to be thoroughly inspected and tested?
Intermediate securing of a pilot ladder.
Are we ok with any of the following?
1. Blue Poly
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2. Manila, one part

3. Orange synthetic rope

4. Shackles
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5. Deck tongue

Comments about the images
1. Rope diameter less than 20mm, synthetic, estimated strength ~4500kg 44.1kN per side
2. If manila ~24kN per side
3. Looks like 10mm, maybe 12mm polyprop, but it appears that there are two or more turns – strength 12mm three
turns ~6000kg (58kN), if 10mm ~4200kg (41.1kN)
4. Looks like a pin part way out; for certified shackles; if pin in WLL for 16mm ~3000kg, 13mm 2000kg estimated
strength of a 13mm tested shackle ~10000kg, 11, 1500 – strength of three non-tested 11mm shackle (till I got them)
around 6000kg.
5. Testing found damage / distortion occurring at less than 1000kg on older ladders
What I’ve discovered with testing:
• Both shackles and lashings damage the side ropes: look in the images above. All of them show distortion to the side
ropes, and all the lashings are on the step fixtures, as is the shackle, the question is which does more…?
• Early testing has found rolling hitch versus shackle to have about the same strength of holding before the pilot ladder side ropes failed – further testing needs to be carried out.
• Pilot ladder actual strength after a bit of use (abuse) is a lot less than the “strength of the side ropes”.
Where to now?
• I will continue with testing. A total of over 100 tests have been carried out, I expect to carry out another 100-200
tests before a more formal report is published.
• Shackles or rope lashings – testing is showing different shackles behave differently as do different size lashings, so
it is not as simple as it appears - especially when you consider that one shipping company does not know one knot
from another. It has sent a document out showing a photo with lashings – the knots are clove hitches.
• I will refrain from stating my preference here. Just remember, a pilot ladder is only tested to 8.8kN (897kg) and has
no SWL.
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Making More Effective Use of Your PPU
Paul Stanley FNI

Following on from John Clarke’s excellent article in the last edition of The Pilot (since re-published in the June edition of Seaways) I wrote a follow-up article on maximising situational awareness in pilotage, with emphasis on the PPU aspects. It is due to
be published in the July edition of Seaways, but Hugh has a copy of my draft which he can pass on to those of you who do not
have access.
This article will further develop some of the ideas from the Seaways article, so it is preferable to read that one first.
A key philosophy I have espoused throughout my involvement with PPU and Pilotage software development is the value of monitoring the position of the centre of the vessel, rather than the bridge/CCRP. This is because it is the centre of the vessel which
needs to be on track, whereas on most ships the bridge will frequently be off-track in sharp turns or when coping with strong beam
winds or cross-currents.

LNG carrier entering Port Hazira, India, with a strong cross-current: on track, but bridge well to port of the leads

A good quality PPU with sophisticated pilotage software can accurately predict future positions of the ship in a turn, taking into
account the overall movement of the vessel under the effects of wind, current, motion through the water and rate of turn (ROT).
The major constraint on the potential accuracy, even with a ‘perfect’ system, is that predictions have to be made on the assumption
of a steady-state: i.e. that the ROT remains constant and the effects of wind and tide do not change. Consequently it is important
not to predict too far into the future, as current wind and amount of rudder are all likely to vary. It is strongly recommended that
the maximum length of prediction should be 2-3 minutes, with slightly less confidence placed in the later predictions. After all, it
is very rare in pilotage to go three minutes without something changing (‘ease to 10’).
Curved path prediction allows for very accurate adherence to the planned track during large constant-radius turns. Knowing the
required ROT for the bend, the pilot must use professional judgement as to when to apply the wheel, and how much rudder to use,
to have the ship turning at approximately the right rate at the start of the curve. Seeing a real-time position of the ship on the PPU
when approaching the turn is a great aid for making this decision. A sensitive ROT sensor in the PPU will pick up the start of the
turn very quickly and also give a rapid indication on the display as to whether the ship is turning fast enough. In the example
showing ARATERE entering Tory Channel below, the predictors are showing sufficient ROT to complete the turn safely, even
though the heading has only changed by 3° at this point and ROT is still increasing.
16
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Entering Tory Channel

The screenshot also shows cross track limits – 100m for the first leg and 200m for the second. Although it is generally preferable
not to show the limits on the display during pilotage, that does not prevent the alarms being active on the PPU and sounding when
the limits are exceeded (ship’s staff don’t always report when their ECDIS XTE alarms activate). For Seaways I used an example
from 2006 of a 9,500 TEU container ship turning into the Thorn Channel, leading up to Southampton Water. This was the turn
which went wrong for CMA CGM Vasco da Gama, resulting in her grounding in 2016, and makes for an interesting comparison
with her situation. In the screenshot below, the ship is marginally to starboard of the track and potentially turning slightly too
slowly.

Turn into Thorn Channel
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However, during that turn conditions were expected to change, as the tide was flooding and towards the end of the turn was predicted to start running NE into the Thorn Channel – thereby setting the ship onto the track later in the turn (which was what actually happened in this case, unlike with Vasco da Gama!).
Towards the end of a turn, the decision must be made as to when to steady up. Once again the predictors give a useful indication,
and here it is clear that it is in just over 1 minute, but the predictions will continue to update and refine their solution every second,
aiding the pilot’s judgement as to when to ease the wheel and apply counter-rudder.

Completing the turn

It is interesting to look at a replay of the whole turn to see exactly what happened in this instance (but note that the ‘planned track’
shown was plotted after the event to best illustrate the principles):
https://youtu.be/8yGoF9hRX4k
Proper use of a good quality PPU can greatly reduce the risks of an error of judgement during pilotage, particularly when vision is
affected by darkness or by meteorological conditions. In particular it helps compensate for the (frequent) lack of good support
from the rest of the bridge team. If your port has PPUs, make sure you use one on every trip – that way you will become familiar
with its operation and performance. ‘And – which is more – you’ll’ … have it available when you find you really need it!
Paul Stanley FNI
(ppuconsult@gmail.com)
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GISBORNE

entrance which has the finest PPU minds flummoxed
and it is not as easy as simply issuing pilots a directive
to make ‘appropriate and practicable’ use of the equipment.
We are taking a risk assessment type approach to the
matter in order to discover our ‘Why’. To this point I
would take issue with John Clarke’s blanket statement
(The Pilot, March, 2020: Visual Pilotage at Night) that:
“navigating large ships in narrow channels at night
solely by visual means is not good pilotage practice”.
Our prime navigational tool is visual observance of the
approach leads. In short; if the vessel is not on the leads
then it’s aground. In conditions where the vessel may be
rolling 15-20 degrees and the ship’s head yawing extravagantly through a wide arc, throw in a bit of wind or
swell induced leeway and it is not uncommon for the
helmsman to lose control of the ship’s head necessitating the pilot conning the vessel by helm order. At such
times, it is imperative that the pilot maintains total concentration on the vessel’s attitude to the leads, the rudder indicator, and the looming hard structures of the
breakwater and Butler’s Wall. Our musings around risk
have to date identified that reference to ancillary
equipment such as a PPU at such critical stages of the
pilotage may in fact present the real potential to critically break that required concentration – elephant anyone?
Getting back to that spin factory however, the past 6
weeks has seen the country treated to a master class in
propaganda and social engineering. A once proud and
#8 wire enabled populace reduced to subservience and
ovine stricture. Where were the angry late middle-aged
men mowing their golf courses and shouting, “damn the
torpedoes”? As I write this piece the Budget has been
delivered, projecting debt and devastation thought the
economy of hitherto unknown scale. Joblessness looks
set to become the new black and the 1970’s may well
end up looking like utopia compared to the impending
economic gloom. This was inevitable given the government’s ‘go late then over-react’ response to the virus.
So much unnecessary pain to come, but I leave that
commentary to those with far superior literary skills
https://nopunchespulled.com/2020/05/16/madness-2/ What
relevance does such political diatribe have to marine

My previous missive was written at the genesis of what
would become the country’s Covid-19 ‘journey’. At that
time, I wrote that; “Certainly some advice seems to
contradict the general ‘hey we’ve got this’ rhetoric
which is being promulgated…”. Does that suggest some
sort of Nostradamus qualities in your faithful scribe?
Probably not, more simply a well-entrenched cynicism
of dictates issued from the seat of power. Especially
when, as is the case currently, that seat of power is possessed of a peerless penchant for spin. But more on that
later.
The log supply and associated stevedoring functions at
the Port ceased shortly after the Level-4 shut down and
resumed at Level-3. Apart from a couple of reefer boats
loading kiwifruit through Level-4 the port was quiet on
the shipping front. Ultimately the log export scenario
was stopped for some 23 days and at the time of writing
the ships are queueing up at the anchorage and the roads
are rumbling with log trucks.
The weather was overall fairly benign through Level-4
which enabled us to get a solid block of dredging carried out. We did experience one short sharp and very
violent swell and infra-gravity event however, the same
event that saw a bit of surf hitting the roads in Wellington. Unique direction, unique amplitude, unique effect
on the Port with 7m swells in the channel and up to
75cm of IG inside the harbour.
We continue our PPU policy development. It’s important to get our advice right in the face of the avalanche
of PPU promotion overwhelming the industry. Incident
reports such as the Leda Maersk make much of PPU &
ECDIS but remain silent on the basics such as hanging
one’s head over the bridge wing to have a look at what’s
going on. Ditto for conference topics which invariably
champion the benefits of the technology while the
‘PPU-induced incident elephant’ sits quietly in the corner of the room. These matters are particularly pertinent
for an environment such as that which Gisborne enjoys
with a very confined channel and manoeuvring area
which experience at times extreme vessel motions of
roll, heave and yaw. Add to that the fact that we experience a loss of signal to the PPU unit at the turning basin
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pilotage, you may ask? Hark back to the global recession of the early ‘80s which changed fundamentally and
permanently the structure of the global maritime fleet
and most importantly, the structured training process the
UK & Commonwealth shipping had employed by tradition. Union Company deck cadets of the mid ‘80’s were
the first in the history of that fine cadet scheme to
emerge qualified but jobless.
Fast-forward 10 years from that time, and a dearth of
masters’ tickets combined with an ageing population of
harbour pilots and shore-based office holders has now
seen several decades of growing imbalance between the
number of readily available candidates for pilot jobs
and the incessant list of vacancies. Will this global
slowdown lead to a focus on quality over cost in recruitment, training and development of deck officers?
Given that local ship operators have displayed an unwillingness to adequately invest in training during the
relatively prosperous years, one can only be pessimistic.
Maybe accelerated investment in autonomous vessel
technology will prevail. Cheers.
(Chris Kaye)

(and their tonnage-based invoices). And will likewise be
impacted by their absence.
Will we see any cruise ships this coming season? There
are many obstacles: government inertia (aka “the NO
machine”), degraded economic backdrop, crew repatriation, border restrictions, international flight availability,
and Covid stigma. Will even loyal passengers be eager
to return in expectation of a vastly different on-board
experience (mandatory sanitizer rub-downs on the
Lido)? It’s probably safe to say that North American,
European, and Asian travellers will not be flocking to
Sydney and Brisbane to pile on the large ships for the
upcoming northern hemisphere winter.
One encouraging development is that several NZ ports
have been approached as potential lay-up locations for
small-med size cruise ships. If this can be achieved
(reference above under government inertia), then those
vessels will be bug-free and well positioned to kickstart a local market in the spring. And a trans-Tasman
bubble could provide a basis for regular itineraries, and
just maybe paving the way for large vessels at reduced
capacity and schedule. Deep discounts may be on offer
to demonstrate viability of new protocols and announce
to the world that a return to business-as-not-quite-usual
has begun.
But if the virus returns with an attitude, or the world
economy collapses in debt default, or some other black
swan keeps the golden geese in cold layup, and the bulk
& box budgies become scarce in the wild, then what?
Will a revamped Ministry of Work send us out to finally
complete the Hollyford to Okuru road? Trap possums
and cull wallabies? Would we be capable of following
our ancestors into the central plateaus to sluice for alluvial gold? My kids are adamant that we should head for
the hills now. 2020 certainly seems to have its own
agenda.
(Josh Osborne)

WELLINGTON

Then suddenly there were no more cruise ships. After a
while, the log boats disappeared, and large areas of
wharf were suddenly clear. Then even the car-carriers
stopped calling. It was a new normal.
In the office, we were keeping away from everyone –
sheltering behind boxes of masks, gloves and sterile
wipes. We never saw this coming. But we have lived
through a variety of levels and shipping has returned.
The rest of the company keeps well clear of us, as if we
were lepers. But that's ok. We still have masks on, but
that is probably going to change as crews are allowed
ashore.
Through it all our pilots and launch crews carried on
with caution, both for each other and their families
ashore. After all, we were considered an essential industry. The containers kept us busy and now the trees have
returned; they must have been piled-up just out of sight
as they have returned with a vengeance.
We have managed through the disaster, kept our sanity,
and kept healthy. Not a lot of guidance from MNZ but
plenty of support from other ports and some proactive
actions taken within our industry. Aren't we an interesting group of professionals.
(Lew Henderson)

PORT MALBOROUGH

It's hard to believe that only 3 months have passed since
the last edition of the Pilot. In some ways, not much has
changed since then, but in others everything has
changed. In Picton, the cruise season came to an abrupt
end, as did log exports in mid-March. Since then, I've
only boarded one vessel, and that was in Nelson! I'm
beginning to feel like a fraud – I’ve talked a lot about
piloting, I've written a lot about piloting, I've learned
how to zoom video conference. I've joined in an on-line
BRM course; I've participated in a pilots’ examination
for a new license, but I've only climbed one ladder. It
was non-compliant, by the way - so no change there.
But to all those pilots who worked through all the uncertainty of the early days of lock-down and level 3,
especially my colleagues in Picton and Nelson, I salute
you. John has done all the piloting in Picton since the
resumption of log exports at level 3. It's interesting how
a pair of rubber gloves and a face-mask can add an ad-

PORT OTAGO

Black Swan vs. Golden Goose
By dint of being able accommodate up to Quantumclass, and providing the majority of pilotage services for
Fiordland and Stewart Island, Port Otago has probably
benefitted more than any other New Zealand port by the
steady annual increase in the number of cruise ships
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ditional layer of complexity to the already complex operation that is bringing a ship from pilot station to berth
successfully. We hadn't considered that one in the passage planning guide.
The thing that really has changed, though, is certainty or
the lack of it. Since resuming exports, log volumes are
actually higher than this time last year. Who can predict
how long that run will continue? How many cruise vessels will we entertain next year - zero or 85? How will
the Cook Strait operators fare? And what of our recruitment program? We need to start getting answers to
some of those questions - and soon. Let's hope we can
fill some of the blanks before September.
Having said all that though, when you look how other
nations have displayed such staggering levels of buffoonery in dealing with the crisis, there's nowhere else I
would rather be right now. Let's hope we're at Level 1
for conference season - it won't be as much fun via
Zoom.
(Matt Conyers)

with MR Part 90, incorporated manned model and simulator courses and fleshed-out version after version of
competency assessments. I’m looking forward to seeing
how the pilot group and the next trainee find the process
when the time comes.
As New Zealand went into Alert Level 3 and then 4,
there was a lot of activity at the port to get ready for the
changes that needed to take place. The entry to the port
was adjusted, new health and security screening measures took place and work groups that normally congregate in large numbers were moved into their own portacoms or containers with the facilities they’d need for
their shifts. As this took place, I was tramping the ReesDart track in Mount Aspiring National Park and was
completely unaware that we’d even moved from Level
2. By the time I got back to Auckland we were in Level
4 and I’d missed the frenzy.
Unsurprisingly, we had a noticeable drop in reports of
recreational vessels impeding commercial vessels during April and May. The boaties and sailors must have
been shaking their fists at us on those sunny autumn
days as we carried on enjoying the harbour. They’re
making up for it again, but I think the drought induced
water restrictions in Auckland are holding-off some
people. On a more serious note, I’m sure you’re all
hearing reports on-board of vessel crew members well
past the end of their contracts with no indication of
when they might be able to repatriate. In my opinion,
these crews deserve recognition for their efforts to stay
positive, productive and safe as the months pass by. It
also pays for us to be mindful of their fatigue as the situation continues; taking extra care to check the pilot
transfer arrangements before using them and monitoring
indicators throughout the pilotage.
And finally, the political football of the 2021 America’s
Cup continues to be passed about; watch this space.
(Holly Clayton)

NAPIER

While the world starts to show us what our new normal
might look like, my new normal is the roving correspondent’s boots now that Johns’ put his feet up - or in
the brewing shed. Shipping appears to be trying its very
best to catch up for lost time over the past month, as do
training pilots: with the borders closed making the Simulator at SmartShip unavailable, a creative approach
was needed. With consultation between our senior pilots
and Peter Listrup in Brisbane, the plan for remote simulations emerged. Standing in the board room in Napier,
piloting a ship controlled from Brisbane, was an unusual concept; it proved to have great merit and potential to
keep the training ticking-over until Brisbane becomes a
viable option.
The next few months will see the roll-out of eMPX after
many thousands of hours of Colin rebuilding passage
plans and working tirelessly with the guys in Auckland.
We are all looking forward to this release and the benefits it brings.
The winter months will also see John’s well-earned and
deserved retirement, but also Dave Mikkelsen’s return
to West Australia to join Fremantle Pilots. Both gentlemen take with them a wealth of knowledge and experience that will be missed. We will all have to find a new
source of information for ins and outs of the latest and
greatest craft beers - though I’m sure John will oblige.
(Aaron Martin)

MARSDEN POINT
I missed out on the last Port of call due to a lack of
breaking news. Covid-19 did turn the world upsidedown for many, but for us it was business as usual. Refinery shipping took a slight dip, But NorthPort was
going great guns, By the time logs on the dock were
coming to an end, forestry work and transport started,
keeping us all busy.
The only change I experienced was the with gloves and
mask on, my PPU would not recognise my face, and no
touch ID too!!!
We are lucky we were never had any cruise ship business to lose.
However, we had a couple of first-time Cruise ship calls
planned for the end of this year, but now that may not
happen!

AUCKLAND
The past three months have certainly been unusual,

and it feels like they have flown by. On a positive note,
our new pilot training programme and proficiency plan
has been approved by MNZ. This has been a work in
progress for quite some time as we started from scratch
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I presume it must be slightly different in other Cruise
Ship ports!
Bay of Island cruise ship season, where we would help
the Harbour Master, was prematurely curtailed due to
Covid-19 - just in time when Ruby Princess was due!
It was good to see NZMPA and Guild active, about informing Pilots during Covid-19 levels 4 and 3 with the
latest guidelines.
I am still looking forward to catching-up with some of
you at our NZMPA meet in Dunedin end of Sept - fingers crossed. Safe Piloting to all and a quick return to
Normalcy.
(Kirit Barot)

rely on our eyes to ‘paint a picture’ of the world outside.
This however is not such a straightforward process as it
involves the conversion of light energy into electrical
impulses which occurs in our eyes, combined with
neural activity which leads to a conscious perception of
the outside world. In other words, the brain is playing a
game of ‘Chinese whispers’ and contrary to popular
belief—our perception corresponds to the brain’s best
guess of what is going on in the outside world, not necessarily to the way things actually are.
Hermann von Holmholtz, a German physicist and
polymath, first coined the term Unconscious Inference
also known as unconscious conclusion (a term in perceptual psychology) back in 1867; which describes an
involuntary, pre-rational and reflex-like mechanism
which is part of the formation of visual impressions.
Normally we experience our visual world as stable and
unambiguous – it seems to be as we see it. Numerous
optical illusions (Bach, 1997), however, demonstrate
that the information provided via our eyes is restricted,
thus incomplete and often ambiguous. Our perceptual
system needs to disambiguate and interpret it in order to
construct stable unambiguous precepts that allow us to
successfully act in our environment.
Wikipedia lists 175 cognitive biases: according to Benson (2016), cognitive biases help us address four different problems:
1: Too much information to deal with (information
overload) so our brain uses tricks to select the information we are most likely to use.
2: Not enough meaning, but we need to make sense out
of what we perceive. To solve this problem, we fill in
the gaps.
3: Need to act fast.
4: What should we remember?
These are the downsides of cognitive biases according
to Benson. We don’t see everything. Some of the information we filter out is actually useful and important.
Our search for meaning can conjure illusions. We sometimes imagine details that were filled-in by our assumptions, and construct meaning and stories that aren’t really there.
Quick decisions can be seriously flawed: some of the
quick reactions and decisions we jump to are unfair,
self-serving, and counter-productive. Our memory reinforces errors. Some of the stuff we remember for later,
just makes all of the above systems more biased, and
more damaging to our thought processes (Benson,
2016). The topic of Night Navigation hasn’t garnered
much scientific attention, when evidence suggests it
ought.
Soli deo Gloria (Paul James)

LYTTELTON

After having two months of settled weather over lockdown, it was back to reality last week with a couple of
days of fog. In days of old, fog generally engulfed the
entrance to the Harbour and thinned out as you approached the port. Pre-PPU, this meant using radar to
place the vessel in the channel, and looking hopefully
through the binoculars for some sign of light. When
visibility increased and the leads were sighted, it came
as a great relief - and possibly a surprise - to be somewhere near the middle of the channel. This modern climate-change-fog now fills the entire harbour basin, so
we no longer have the hope of it clearing as you approach the berth. Nowadays, this is not such an issue
with the Pilot used to navigating with his PPU and most
young officers glued to the ECDIS and rarely looking
outside anyway. This does raise the question: has parallel indexing gone the way of the sextant, something to
be used in the unthinkable event of the satellites going
down or by old salts trying to impress new cadets?
While on the subject of visual navigation, I enjoyed
reading John Clarke’s article in the last issue - and not
just because he is a fellow Lyttelton boy. As fine a concept that BRM is, at the end of the day the most important resource used in piloting is the Pilot. Any information or insight that contributes to us performing our job
better is welcome. As the new saying goes, follow the
science.
(Finlay Laird)

BLUFF
Greetings from the Pearl of the South. Congratulations one and all for playing their part in keeping us
safe, ensuring we made it to level 1. While the rest of
the port settles into some form of normality, pilots continue wearing face masks and disposable gloves as

standard kit for some time to come I reckon.
It really is heartening to see the forestry sector return in
some form. I am sure we are all adjusting to the new
normal as it evolves!
Speaking of evolving, I thought I’d continue with my
take on Navigation during hours of darkness. Our brains
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Masking Truth
“Virtue has a veil; vice has a mask” – Victor Hugo
The cover page of Australian Pilot Magazine “Safe Passages” is a photo-montage of Australian Pilots and Bridge
Crews wearing masks, helmets and goggles, looking more wasp-like than Human, reminiscent of prisoners in transit
to Guantanamo. NZ pilots are likewise adorned. Health experts proclaim masks as the ‘new normal’ but there are
many more aspects to this “New Normal”. Pilotage is essentially risk-management, because risk is complex and can
never be eliminated. However, if one looks behind the mask, a fascinating history is revealed.
Although the oldest mask extant is 9,000 years old, one cave painting in Lascaux (15,000 BC) depicts a hunter wearing a bird’s head mask. Quite why he is wearing the mask is a matter for conjecture, but it does suggest an intent to
disguise.
Man is a social animal. Like other primates, the facial muscles are more complex than any other mammal. Faces
communicate sex, age, identity, thoughts and emotions. Our ancestors’ survival depended upon being able to read
faces. Remarkably, by imitating others’ facial expressions, our brains can recreate (mirror) their thoughts and emotions, thus providing the mechanism for empathy. (From a 2008 paper by Anthropologist Anne M. Burrows)
The Roman statesman, Cicero (106-43BC) said that the face is the picture of the mind, as the eyes are its interpreter. If
the eyes are the window to the soul, then the reflective sunglasses favoured by US cops would be verboten in poker.
Despite his poker-face, the card player cannot control his pupils’ dilation, signalling arousal – whether it be a good
hand or a beautiful woman. Cleopatra used poisonous herbs to dilate her pupils and assist her seductive charms, as did
Renaissance beauties (hence the name: Belladonna). The seductress thus communicates a false message (masking her
true feelings) the object of her gaze will unconsciously mirror her expression and be filled with longing, his critical
thinking capacity disabled. Cleopatra would also have worn kohl, a black adornment around the eyes, which – like its
descendant mascara – adds to the allure, signalling her fertility and health.
The etymology of mask (likewise mascara) may be from Latin ‘masca’ (witch, spectre, nightmare) or Arabic
‘maskharah’ (to ridicule, mock, transform) but either way, the mask disguises – but not always for the worst. The
beautiful golden death masks from Royal Mycenae (Schliemann, 1876) and Pharaoh Tutankhamun (Carter, 1925) are
idealised portraits. The beautiful masks from Venetian Carnivale were meant as society levellers during revelries
which lasted from St. Stephen’s Day (Boxing Day) until Mardi Gras (Shrove Tuesday).
Roman patrician funerals featured ‘imagines’ – an actor wearing a painted death mask of the deceased. This impersonation using masks came from Greek theatre tradition. Theatre masks, smiling for Comedy and frowning for
Tragedy, allowed an audience to better follow the play, because 3 actors had to depict many characters without changing costume. The mask design also helped amplify the actors’ voices. The mask transformed an ordinary man into a

mythological hero or lusty satyr, a foolish old man or a beautiful young woman, a god or a slave. In this disguise, he
could say what was unspeakable in everyday life.

Greek actors were called Hypo-krites which translates as ‘interpreter from underneath’ (a mask) hence the word hypocrite i.e. someone who pretends to be something which they are not. Hypocrisy is the contrivance of a false appearance of virtue or goodness. Professor Neil Ferguson (Imperial College, London) and Dominic Cummings (Bojo’s
Machiavelli) are prime examples of rank hypocrisy, criminal arrogance, and shameless insouciance.
Mike Leigh’s film “Peterloo” depicts the 1819 attack by sabre-wielding dragoons on peaceful protestors at Petersfield
in Manchester - just 4 years after the Battle of Waterloo. A recent commemorative plaque reads: “… a peaceful rally of
60,000 pro-democracy reformers, men, women and children, was attacked by armed cavalry resulting in 15 deaths and
over 600 injuries”. The government thereafter clamped down on all attempts at reform and universal suffrage was not
achieved until 1918. The poet Shelley, in Italy at the time of the Massacre, was inspired to write “The Masque of An-
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archy”, though it was not published until 1832, some ten years after his death. The final line is a stark reminder that in
a true democracy, the world should be fair to all:
“Rise, like lions after slumber…Ye are many—they are few!”
Ghandi would recite the poem in public, and developed the central tenet of non-violent resistance. Seventy years after
Ghandi’s assassination, militarised police inflict extreme violence on unarmed protestors - be they Catalan Nationalists, French Gilets Jaunes, Black Lives Matter, Anti-Lockdown protesters in UK, Germany, Poland, US, Australia.
Wearing the mask of caring for citizens, the state wields a monopoly of extreme violence against them.
It is a central tenet of our belief that WWII was the triumph of Western Democracy over Fascism, completely obscuring the fact that it was Communist Russia which defeated Nazi Germany. US Big Businessmen (and eugenicists) John
D. Rockefeller, Henry Ford, Prescott Bush (GWB’s grand-daddy) supplied and financed the Third Reich. Fascism encompasses Eugenics because it postulates that men are NOT equal, that hierarchies of elites must rule - in stark contrast to the French Republican motto: “Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité”.
The 1948 World Health Organisation (WHO) was based on IHD (International Health Division) founded and funded
by the Rockefeller Foundation – founded in turn as a Public Relations scheme to whitewash Rockefellers after the infamous Ludlow massacre. Rockefeller militia machine-gunned, burned and mutilated 70 union men, women and children – a rather crude form of population control. Misanthropy thus donned the mask of philanthropy: RF undoubtedly
did some great work, but they also funded Nazi Eugenics programmes. Eugenics is more ideology than ‘science’: it
was pioneered by Charles Darwin’s cousin, Francis Galton (N.B. Darwin married his first cousin, as did his son). Eugenicists consider that poverty is a symptom of poor breeding stock, rather than the result of unfair distribution of
wealth and education. Ardent eugenicist, George Bernard Shaw, allegedly received a marriage proposal from danseuse
Isadora Duncan that their child inherit her beauty and his brains. He (allegedly) replied that the unintended might happen i.e. such child might inherit his looks and her brains. (She died tragically in 1927 when her long scarf caught on
the axle of her car.)
The Gates Foundation follows in the footsteps of Rockefeller: Bill Gates (in 2010) declared a global decade of vaccinations, during which time the Gates Trust increased value from $50 Billion to over $100 Billion. The philanthropy
business is very profitable. Billionaires, by their obscene wealth, have questionable morals: how can they justify others starving whilst earning more in one hour than poor people make in their entire lives? There has long been an orchestrated deification of “entrepreneurs” as magic wealth creators whose “trickle-down” largesse benefits Mankind.
The literal translation of entre-preneur = between-taker i.e. a middle-man. He exploits the labour of the producer
(buys low) and profits from the sale. He has created nothing - only profit for himself. One apocryphal class dunce become rich despite his inability to understand percentages: he claimed his profit margin was 10% by which he meant
that he bought fish for $10, then sold it for $100. Who needs brains?
In Spain, there are religious processions, with men wearing very high conical masks called capirote with holes for the
eyes. This is the same design adopted by the Ku-Klux-Klan. Throughout the world, the mask in indigenous cultures is
intended to give special powers and semi-divine (non-Human) status, and are pretty scary even now (if anyone cares
to visit the Pacific People’s Gallery in Otago Museum). Some Native American tribes have their “Medicine Men” or
“Shaman” or Witch-Doctor (as opposed to a WHO Doctor).
The global vaccine industry is worth $35 billion and by successful lobbying, has managed to inoculate itself from any
malpractice suits. Big Pharma is one of the wealthiest, thus most criminally corrupt of industries. Public health controlled by corporate wealth is a conflict of interests, putting profits before people’s health. Big Pharma funds the WHO
which dictates global health policies – but Bill Gates is an honourable man. We know this because the BBC tells us so,
and the BBC is not remotely influenced by Gates’ $40 million gift. (Editor’s Note: clearly, Bill hasn’t got around to
funding the Pilot Magazine yet. Watch this space…)
The Gates Foundation also funds Imperial College London, purveyors of the deeply flawed, predictions which scared
governments into unprecedented lockdown - policies which will take a heavier toll on life [than Covid] for many years
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to come. Where is the vaccination against propaganda? Challenging the official narrative is deemed tantamount to
murder: like the three (un)wise monkeys, we must not see, speak nor hear evil. G.K Chesterton wrote:
“In a world where everything is ridiculous, nothing can be ridiculed. You cannot unmask a mask”
It’s time to “send in the clowns – don’t bother they’re here”. Sondheim’s best-known song refers to the circus: when
things go all wrong, they send in the clowns. The final lyrics means that we are the fools. Clowns also wear masks,
and there is the famous aria “Vesti la giubba” about the clown Pagliacci who must perform though his heart is breaking: the show must go on. There is something sinister about clowns’ make-up, especially the ghastly Ronald McDonald who inspires in me the same loathing I have for Pierrot

The Mask Slips
Thankfully, modern plague doctors do not wear the grotesque bird mask of old. At a WHO press conference on Monday 8th June, Doctor Maria Van Kerkhove explained that “asymptomatic [Covid] cases develop into cases of mild disease. For patients with truly asymptomatic disease, countries are not finding secondary transmission onward. It’s very
rare,” which rather suggests that confining healthy asymptomatic citizens in their homes may not have been necessary.
In no time, the good doctor was pounced upon and forced to explain her meaning i.e. she “mis-spoke” - in the parlance
of the much “misunderestimated” George W. Bush. I also struggle with the ability of our PPE masks, which I also
wear when I clean our wood-pellet boiler. When I blow my nose afterwards, there is soot. If the mask cannot filter out
large soot particles, how effective can it be against micro-organisms?

The Mask of Authority
Finally, as experts ourselves, why do people trust ‘experts’ and seldom challenge them? As we know from the infamous Milgram experiments, people have an innate propensity to obedience (and obeisance) to authority - particularly
in uniform e.g. the scientists’ white lab coat. In this secular age, science is the new religion, but just as in religion, we
can shop around. Prosecution and defence lawyers call on opposing expert witnesses to fit the evidence around their
case. “Science doesn’t lie” they say, but scientists can blow hot and cold on anything from tobacco to climate change.
As Upton Sinclair observed: “It is difficult to get a man to understand something, when his salary depends upon his
not understanding it.”
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BOOK REVIEW

The Beacon Man
David Marshall
During over 30 years of piloting I participated in several man overboard exercises and was always alarmed at how
rapidly a casualty could be lost from sight. Our excellent SeaSafe jackets fitted with a strobe light greatly increased
the chances of a rapid recovery but it was following the addition of the Sea Marshall Personal Location Beacon (PLB)

that I really felt confident of rescue should the worst happen, especially since our cutters were fitted with an SAR receiver which would potentially ensure rapid location and recovery before the SAR units arrived on scene.

When arming this compact device prior to transferring between the cutter and ship I gave little thought about it’s history and it was only when reading The Beacon Man that I discovered that the Sea Marshall was invented, developed and

manufactured by the author. Beginning with an embryonic idea following a near drowning whilst serving as a radio

officer in the late 1950’s, the book details the challenges that David faced over the next 4 decades to have the PLB
formally approved. Despite it having been repeatedly proven effective in saving lives, getting the unit officially accepted is an amazing story of incredible tenacity in the face of obstruction, subterfuge and skulduggery which I can
highly recommend.

Most importantly though, if you don’t already have a Sea Marshall PLB as part of your PPE, reading this book will
convince you to invest in one. It has already saved thousands of lives and could well save yours!

John Clandillon-Baker FNI Retired Port of London pilot

The Beacon Man

Available from Amazon for £6.99

Unfortunately there are pirate copies being sold so David’s
asked if you could please use the “The Beacon Man Official”
Amazon site:
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/offer-listing/0992922542/
ref=tmm_pap_new_olp_sr?
ie=UTF8&condition=new&qid=&sr=
A Kindle edition is now also available from Amazon: price
£3.95
The Sea Marshall PLB range is available from Marine Rescue
Technologies: www.mrtsos.com
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News from Port Ash
Cliff Beazley

Last summer was, in the words of a visitor, ‘a bit on the toasty side’ and was statistically the hottest summer
we have experienced since we started in 2001. On a few occasions, we started and finished courses early as
models (alas) have no air-conditioning! It did however make time to discuss case histories in the comfortably air-conditioned training room, stories that might have gone untold outside a pilot station somewhere.
Relating these minor daily occurrences can be very valuable and over the years, we have learned and relearned much of value to be passed onto new pilots.
Where confirmed and relevant, these stories/case histories – all practical know-how - sometimes appear in
our course notebook with acknowledgement. Much happens on the bridge that never appears in headline incident reports or in seamanship books!
Our last course was in March when two Chilean Navy Captains joined us to practise handling their newly
acquired ex-RAN frigates. Since then, we have been in virtual lockdown - little did we realise just how
‘toasty’ the pandemic was to be…
Our government stepped in quickly with a wage subsidy scheme which has enabled small businesses to retain trained staff and, in our case, keep the centre going in care and maintenance. A quiet period has its benefits, as over the years, many technical aspects have been added to the models on the basis of ‘she’ll be right we’ll do it properly later’ which of course rarely happens. This has given time to look at the fiddly bits
aboard the ship models and fix them properly. Building and maintaining custom-built ship-models has disadvantages in that unsurprisingly, nobody makes off-the-shelf parts and fittings for a 1:25 scale bulk carrier!
Everything must be adapted or built from scratch, which is all do-able with lateral thinking, but takes those
rarest of ingredients – time and patience!
As I write, it looks as though travel restrictions will open slowly, starting with intra-state travel between NZ
and the extremity of the West Island, WA. Pre-pandemic, our calendar was full through until August and beyond, but plans fell apart quickly. Our best forecast is that courses might resume in July and August and we
will be in touch as soon as possible with those who deferred. Currently, RNZN are booked for June 29 but
that is dependent on travel.
Both our Navies hold several courses here annually – understandable as staff turnover is large and training
accompanies each promotion stage from Navigator to Executive Officer to Captain. We are now seeing some
who were junior navigators when we first started, return as Captains of major warships - a sober reminder of
the passage of time! It was sad, yet heartening to see landing ships used for assistance and evacuation during
the severe bushfires early in the year. Later and like most, we watched with more sadness as the cruise industry ground to a halt and can only express sympathy to those affected, passengers, crew and owners alike.
Theorists have forecast disaster in many forms, but who among us might have guessed that a virus could
have caused so much havoc so quickly?
Changing subject, it always interesting to read criticism of the ‘perils’ of visual ship handling which was
with us well before the Ark. Only last century were eyes supplemented with radar which contributed hugely
to maritime safety and helped the Allies win World War 2 at sea.
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Twenty-something years ago, along came PPUs. I used an early one briefly pre-retirement mainly to record
manoeuvres. Seeing their potential, I wished they’d come along earlier as ship and port seen in two dimesions improves situational awareness hugely! Given this wonderful progressive tool, I vaguely wondered if
accident investigators might one day be job-hunting, but apparently, mishaps still occur at the same rate with
and without PPUs.
Traditional visual ship handling seems to be unfairly targeted, but perhaps it has been watered-down and we
should encourage it to be done properly. There have always been occasions when it hasn’t, and I include
myself in that! The very words ‘visual’ and ‘traditional’ are themselves unfashionable to some, but surely
not the real culprit which is to use these wonderful aids to supplement visual navigation aided by radar in
poor visibility, and of course at night. John Clarke flagged this in the last edition with some examples.
One thing is guaranteed and that is that the traditional trained and practised eye, plus radar, cannot be
spoofed, jammed or glitched unlike a PPU. Recorded tracks are quoted as gospel in investigations, but there
is also recorded evidence to prove otherwise. This does not invalidate a PPU – far from it - but it does mean
that perishable visual skills and precautions should be practised, maintained and treated as a separate entity
in case of electronic failure. I’m showing my years when I say that I am horrified to hear that some pilots are
reluctant to pilot without a PPU but they should always be there – like radar. I suggest that visual skills are
more perishable than we think and wonder if the availability of three mediums, visual, electronic and radar,
dilutes concentration and causes confusion - a perennial problem in human affairs and so old that there is
probably a clay tablet somewhere warning against it. But I don’t hear it as a discussion point in this age of
options.
When we were designing software for a frigate-model control program last year, a senior navigator observed
“I have found a tendency to fiddle if people are given too many options. The high desire for perfection often
leads to people doing something before their previous action has had time to take effect.” Food for thought?
On a slightly related subject, it has been traditional (that word again!) to hear pilots discuss the ‘art’ of shiphandling but I notice lately that some substitute the word ‘science’. Ship-models demonstrate a succinct picture of the science in ship-handling, but assembling and coordinating the components is undoubtedly an art
at which some ‘naturals’ excel more than others. I liken it all to an un-assembled jigsaw puzzle, and often we
see trainees assemble their puzzle and achieve a picture as the week progresses. Hydrodynamics, forces and
levers are pieces in the science of ship-handling, and there are many other additional technical and human
factors to consider. But isn’t there an art to coordinating these? To observe a ship-handler carry out a perfect
job is indeed to see a work of art.
For a couple of years or more, my old shipmate Ravi Nijjer has been inviting Andrew and myself to one of
his well-known and long-established Bridge Resource Management Courses. Time has been a problem, but
I recently joined a course informally for three successive afternoons – thanks Ravi - for some very interesting discussion points. I found it very educative and the online networking was easier than I anticipated.
Wishing you smooth seas, safe ladders and the best of health from us all at Port Ash.
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